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Passionate web developer with more than ten years of diverse experience. Strong both in backend 
and frontend. Specialize in constructing websites with interactive user interfaces. 
 
Node.js, Nest.js, Express.js, Next.js, React, Webpack, Gulp, Jest, jQuery 
PHP, PSR, Laravel, Doctrine, Propel, PHPUnit, Silex/Slim, Twig 
Html, Css, Scss, PostCss, Styled Components, Css Modules, XML, XSLT 
MySQL, MariaDB, PostgreSQL, SQLite, Redis, Memcached, MongoDB, Firestore, RabbitMQ, Sphinx 
Docker, Vagrant, Github Actions, TravisCI, Bitbucket Pipelines 
Nginx, Apache, Git, Svn 
 
Senior Full Stack Developer selina.com, Dnipro, Ukraine 2020 – Present 
- participated in the development and support of several programs (loyalty, affiliate program), both 
microservices and back-office, using nestjs, postgresql, swagger, react and material-ui 
- carried out a series of work to improve the usability of the user interface and the speed of the site 
 
Senior Full Stack Developer est.ua, som.estcrm.com, Dnipro, Ukraine 2015 – 2020 
- began splitting a big monolithic application towards a microservice architecture 
- introduced the use of task queues to reduce peak loads on the site 
- set up the process of automated testing and deployment to production 
- started work on updating the user interface using modern frontend frameworks (react, vue) 
- developed a real-time chat application (node.js, socket.io) 
- participated in the development of a mobile application (express, mongodb, phonegap, push api) 
 
Web Developer est.ua, Dnipro, Ukraine 2010 – 2014 
- completely rewrote the site from the language parser3 to php with symfony1, doctrine1 
- developed a single-sign-on system (SSO), integrated an oauth authentication system 
- developed a full-text search engine (sphinx) 
- developed a social networking system for real estate agents 
- developed a system of real estate search on the map (gmaps, ymaps, leaflet) 
- developed data import and export systems 
- implemented a caching system (memcache, redis) 
- integrated several payment systems 
- pdf, xls, csv generation 
- frontend (gulp, scss, jquery) 
 
Web Developer Art. Lebedev Studio, Kiev, Ukraine 2008 – 2009 
worked on projects: 
- Ukrainian site of Aval bank (frontend, a little bit of backend) 
- promo pages for a network of gas stations Parallel (frontend) 
- several sections of the real estate portal Est (backend, frontend) 
 
Junior Web Developer XITEX Software, Donetsk, Ukraine 2006 – 2006 
- developed a catalog management system from scratch 
- making a layout on html, css, javascript 
- developing user interfaces with jquery, ajax 
 
Bachelor's degree, Software Engineering 
Donetsk State University of informatics science and artificial intelligence 


